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Back of every recording of jazz (or swing, or bop) is the musical "tryout session" which has produced the final master. It is a session that proceeds along logical musical lines, although each musician might doubt it at the time; it's so hard for him to tell just how his individual contribution to the ensemble will sound in relation to work of his fellow artists. In part, this explains the need for recording several "takes," which can be heard by all members of the group as a session progresses.

But there is more to a session than these "playbacks." For to most musicians, a session, any kind of session, is what gives life to jazz. It is through the informal, unrehearsed session that their musical ideas first come into existence; and it is through continuation of such a session for as long a time as feasible that they are developed. And as small-band improvising jazz musicians find that most mass media are denied to them (radio, television networks, and movie producers are outstanding for their shunning of worthwhile jazz, partly because of color lines, partly because of ignorance or indifference), they have poured more of their talent into recording sessions than into almost any other phase of their creative activity. That is, provided the sessions gave them time to develop their ideas.

Along with Ernest Ansermet, who wrote some revealing notes for La Revue Romande on Sidney Bechet's way of improvising in 1919, Roger Pryor Dodge shares credit for being among the first of music scholars to point out that this free-wheeling fellowship of jazz musicians links the harpsichord with the jazz trumpet, the organ with the string bass. (Harpsichords & jazz trumpets, Roger Pryor Dodge, Hound & Horn, ca. 1954). And, if we keep in mind that we are talking of music, not the musical product itself, it links Bach with Armstrong, and Corelli with Art Tatum. A conductor preparing for a recent concert of Corelli concerti came smack up against this fact when preparing a score for his musicians to follow; all available versions of the Corelli music contained the notes Corelli had written, but were lacking as to indications as to ornaments, and ways of playing the music. The whole series of twelve concerti had to be carefully reconstructed by the editor, who spent a little over a year on the job. The resulting score, although praiseworthy from any musical point of view, was at best a "reconstruction." A careful going back and sifting the ways of playing that are thought to be closest to the spirit of Corelli's time.

Parallel to the diligence of twentieth century scholars and listeners in regard to seventeenth century music, there is a corresponding interest in "rehearsals" of classic music that are publicly performed. Broadcasts of Boston Symphony rehearsals have just completed a two-season span of network programming. There have been quite a few informal "rehearsal" concerts -- the Little Orchestra Society has pioneered with this presentation, and so have other, less formally organized groups. Each season brings its quota of "rehearsal" concerts, notably at Town Hall, Carnegie Hall, and the New York Times Hall. If a rehearsal of a classic work is significant to listeners, then a jazz rehearsal should be doubly so -- for it is in such sessions that the music actually evolves, and a final recording master is "created." With classic music, the "rehearsal" is more likely to concern itself with fine points of performance -- a "practising" of crescendo and decrescendo, a familiarization with the conductors' directions. But with jazz music in a live studio rehearsal, it is ideas that are being worked out, not instructions.

It is true that with larger jazz bands, a different set of rules prevails, closer to conditions that govern classic performances and rehearsals of nineteenth century music. A crack arrangement is rehearsed for hours in a big hall before anyone dares to get within pickup range of a microphone. Then the band packs up and removes to a recording studio, where the whole business is run through at a brisk pace. In this manner, a large band can knock off four popular tunes in a relatively short space of recording time -- and recording time is a precious commodity. Standards are commercial, engineers, musicians,
STUDIO LANDLORD, ALL ARE PAID ACCORDING TO TIME PUT IN AT THIS MUSIC FACTORY. THIS REQUIRES THAT EVERY NOTE BE PRE-ARRANGED (SOME ARRANGERS ARE RUMORED TO HAVE PUNCH OUT THEIR NOTES ON A TIME CLOCK) AND THAT NO ONE DEVIATE FROM THE WRITTEN SCORE. IN THE HANDS OF SKILLED NOTE-WRITERS, THIS IS QUITE EFFECTIVE -- IN SOME CASES, THEIR PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN WARMLY PRAISED. WITH THE REMARK THAT THEIR BEST WORK HAS ACHIEVED SOME OF THE LOOSE, EASY QUALITY OF INFORMAL SMALL-BAND JAZZ.

THERE IS NO NEED TO STATE THAT ONE METHOD IS BETTER THAN THE OTHER; EACH HAS PRODUCED GOOD RESULTS. YET OF THE TWO, THE INFORMAL, PLAY-AS-YOU-GO SYSTEM HAS ALWAYS APPEALED MORE TO JAZZ MUSICIANS, AS IT DID TO MANY COMPOSERS AND MUSICIANS OF THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES. IT WAS WITH THESE CONSIDERATIONS THAT THE RECORDING DIRECTOR, MOE ASCH, DIPPED DEEP INTO HIS SUPPLY OF EXTRA ACETATES (EVEN IN 1944, WHEN ACETATES WERE RARE BECAUSE OF WARTIME LIMITATIONS), AND BEGAN TO CATCH SOME OF THE MORE ELUSIVE YET SIGNIFICANT MUSICAL MOMENTS OF ACTUAL JAZZ REHEARSALS. OVER A PERIOD OF YEARS, THESE ACETATES WERE SET ASIDE. SOME OF THE MASTERS PRODUCED AT THESE SESSIONS WERE USED, BUT THE "REHEARSEL" MATERIAL WAS STORED AWAY IN A BIG -- AND WEIGHTY -- TIN BOX.

RECENTLY, THE TIN BOX CAME TO LIGHT, AND WAS OPENED. IT WAS ALMOST AS IF A GENIE HAD BEEN RELEASED -- AS THE RECORDS CAME OUT OF THE BOX, THE PILE SPREAD AND GREW ALARMINGLY. THERE WERE 66 SIDES IN ALL, AND MOST OF THEM WERE SIXTEEN-INCH, GLASS BASE ACETATES. THEY HAD TO BE CATALOGED AND SET IN ORDER ACCORDING TO DATES, SESSIONS, MUSICIANS, OR HAD ALL THE ACETATES BEEN KINDLY TREATED BY TIME, AND THAT WAS A DISAPPOINTMENT. BUT OUT OF THIS MATERIAL, IT HAS BEEN POSSIBLE TO PIECE TOGETHER WITH CAREFUL Taping A SEQUENCE THAT MIRRORS THE CHALLENGING, CREATIVE MOMENTS OF JAZZ GESTATION.

ART TATUM TRIO
LONG, LONG AGO (APPLE TREE)
VARIATIONS ON A THEME BY FLOTOW (M'APPARI, MARTHA)
VARIATIONS ON IF I HAD YOU


WITH FLOTOW'S ARIA FROM THE OPERA "MARTHA", THE GENIAL SLAM STEWART BOWS ONE OF HIS FAMOUS "SINGING BASS" CHORUSES. PUBLIC DOMAIN MATERIAL HAS ALWAYS BEEN FAIR GAME FOR THE JAZZ "COMPOSER" AND MUSICIAN, AND THIS FLOTOW ARIA IS AMONG THE MOST PROLIFICALLY REVIVED OF THEM ALL, ONLY A FEW YEARS BEFORE, THE BOSSWELL SISTERS HAD BE-STOWED UPON THIS SAME ARIA THEIR RATHER SPECIAL, RATHER CATARRHAL FAVOR, AND IT MADE THE HIT PARADE.

WITH SEVERAL VARIATIONS ON THE POPULAR TUNE, "IF I HAD YOU," THE TRIO DEMONSTRATES HOW EASY IT IS IN JAZZ REHEARSAL TO ADD IDEAS TO AN ESSENTIALLY SIMPLE MELODY -- IF YOU HAVE THE IDEAS TO ADD.

WARMUP WITH SANDMAN
THREE WAYS OF PLAYING THOU SWELL

TRIO GETS UNDER WAY WITH A CHORUS OR TWO OF RICHARD WHITING'S FAVORITE OF THE EARLY TWENTIES, "THE JAPANESE SANDMAN." THEN THEY TURN TO ANOTHER MELODY, THIS ONE A TUNE BY RICHARD RODGERS AND LORENZ HART COMPOSED IN 1927 AND FIRST HEARD IN "A CONNECTICUT YANKEE." IT WAS A GOOD SONG TO BEGIN WITH, AND SUFFERS NOT ONE WHIT FROM BEING WORKED AROUND BY THE TRIO. NOTABLE HERE IS TATUM'S PIANO, WHICH SOMETIMES BOBBED DOWN INTO MEANINGLESS RUNS IN SOLO PLAYING, BUT WHICH SERVES AS ADMIRABLE COUNTERPART TO MELODIC INSPIRATIONS OF BOTH. THE GUITAR AND STRING BASS, WHEN HEARD IN COMBINATION WITH THESE TWO INSTRUMENTS, A FEW EXTRANEOUS MELODIES FLOAT LIGHTLY IN AND OUT OF THIS TEXTURE, A BOP RIFF OR TWO SITS IN FOR A FEW BARBS, AND THE TRIO AS A UNIT PROVIDES AN AFFABLE DEMONSTRATION OF THE FUN TO BE HAD FROM THEIR OWN SPECIAL, CHUCKLING BRAND OF JAZZ IMPROVISATION.
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